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In Brief
Søndergaard et al. demonstrate that ERG is a critical transcriptional regulator essential for B cell development. Loss of ERG leads to a marked reduction in V-to-DJ recombination at the Igh locus, precluding B cell progenitors from expressing the pre-B cell receptor, which is required for entering the final stages of B cell development.
INTRODUCTION
B cells are central players in the adaptive immune system, in which they fight various foreign antigens, which is made possible by their ability to synthesize a vastly diverse B cell antigen receptor (BCR) repertoire. The BCRs are generated during B cell development, which in the adult takes place in the bone marrow (BM), before the resulting immature B cells migrate to the spleen, where they undergo further maturation to naive B cells. In the BM, hematopoietic progenitors develop into B cells by passing through several progenitor stages in a highly regulated process. Key to this process is transcriptional control, and several transcription factors have been identified as essential regulators of B cell development (Sigvardsson, 2018) .
Among these are E2A, FOXO-1, EBF-1, and PAX5, which work together to facilitate restriction and commitment to the B cell lineage during early B cell development Nutt et al., 1999) . Apart from transcriptional regulators, ordered expression of key cell surface receptors such as the interleukin 7 receptor (IL7R), pre-BCR, and BCR, is also required to faithfully execute the B cell developmental program (Kitamura et al., 1991; Pelanda et al., 2002; Peschon et al., 1994; Zou et al., 2003) .
The main mechanism underlying the ability of B cells to obtain a large BCR repertoire is the process of V(D)J recombination. During this process, immunoglobulin gene segments are recombined sequentially; the immunoglobulin heavy-chain (Igh) locus is recombined before the immunoglobulin light-chain (Igl) loci. Furthermore, recombination of the Igh locus is a two-step process in which D-to-J precedes V-to-DJ recombination. Once in-frame recombination of the Igh locus has been obtained, synthesis of the immunoglobulin m heavy chain (mHC) commences. The mHC assembles with the surrogate light chain (SLC) to form a pre-BCR and, subsequently, with the immunoglobulin light chain to form a BCR (Perlot and Alt, 2008) .
The murine Igh locus comprises a 3-Mb large region located on chromosome 12 and encompasses 8 constant (C) regions, 4 J, $10 functional D, and just over 100 functional V gene segments. The latter are divided into 16 V gene families of varying size that are dispersed over a $2.5-Mb region, with the individual families and members located different distances from the D gene segments (Johnston et al., 2006) . Recombination of the Igh locus is both complex and highly regulated, and many changes occur at the locus as a prelude to recombination. These changes include nuclear relocalization, changes in DNA accessibility, initiation of non-coding RNA transcription, and changes in the 3D conformation of the locus (Kumari and Sen, 2015) . The latter is particularly important to obtain fairly even usage of V gene segments, despite their different localizations relative to the D genes. The resulting conformation of the Igh locus is characterized by local loop domains and large-scale locus contraction that are facilitated by the binding of several factors (Degner et al., 2011; Fuxa et al., 2004; Guo et al., 2011; Jhunjhunwala et al., 2008; Kosak et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2007; Medvedovic et al., 2013) .
ETS-related gene (ERG), a member of the ETS domain family of transcription factors, has been shown to be essential for definitive hematopoiesis and to promote leukemic development (Baldus et al., 2006; Loughran et al., 2008; Martens, 2011; Rainis et al., 2005) . Moreover, our group has identified ERG as a critical regulator of hematopoietic stem cell maintenance (Knudsen et al., 2015) . Previous work has also hinted at a role for ERG in B cell development. Specifically, overexpression of Erg was shown to confer a survival advantage to progenitor B cells, and mice harboring a heterozygous mutation in the ERG transactivation domain exhibited a trend toward fewer peripheral B cells (Loughran et al., 2008; Tsuzuki et al., 2011) . ERG has also been linked to B cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL), in which heterozygous deletion of ERG, in combination with an IGH-DUX4 fusion, was recently shown to define a novel B-ALL subtype (Lilljebjö rn et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016) . Collectively, these observations suggest that ERG may play a role during normal B cell development.
In the present work, we set out to test the potential role of ERG during B cell development. By using a lymphoid-restricted Erg knockout mouse line, we showed that the ablation of Erg resulted in a substantial reduction in peripheral B cell numbers and a skewing in the ratio of splenic B cell subsets. We mapped the loss of peripheral B cells to an early block in BM B cell development and found that ERG-deficient progenitor B cells displayed decreased levels of the IL7R and the pre-BCR, thus resulting in reduced proliferation. Mechanistically, we showed that ERG-deficient progenitor B cells were unable to undergo efficient Igh V-to-DJ recombination, as evidenced by fewer rearrangements and a strong bias against the use of distal V gene segments. Altogether, these results identify ERG as a factor of critical importance during early B cell development, with a specific role during Igh locus recombination.
RESULTS

ERG Is Required for Normal B Cell Development
To assess the role of ERG in lymphoid development, we introduced the hCD2-iCre allele into our previously generated conditional Erg mouse line, which facilitates deletion of the DNA binding domain of ERG (de Boer et al., 2003; Knudsen et al., 2015) . Because the hCD2 promoter is activated at the common lymphoid progenitor (CLP) stage, the resulting Erg fl/fl ;CD2iCre (from here on, Erg D/D ) mice lack ERG activity in all lymphoid cells ( Figure 1A ) (Schindler et al., 2009) . Normally, Erg is expressed at substantial levels in CLPs, and the expression is sustained during the early stages of B and T cell development, as assessed via publicly available gene expression repositories (Figures S1A and S1B) .
We first examined the cell lineage distribution in peripheral blood from control and Erg D/D mice by flow cytometry. Loss of ERG resulted in a marked reduction of peripheral blood B cells, while the frequencies of T, myeloid, and natural killer (NK) cells increased concomitantly (Figures 1B and 1C) . This phenotype was accompanied by a 50% drop in spleen and inguinal lymph node masses, presumably due to the strong reduction of B cells in these organs. (Figures 1D and 1E) .
Given the substantial decrease in peripheral B cell numbers, we analyzed the splenic B cell compartment and noted a pronounced skewing of B cell subsets in Erg D/D mice (Figures 1F and 1G) . Specifically, follicular (FO) B cells were dramatically decreased, both in frequency and in number, while the opposite was true for marginal zone (MZ) B cells. The frequency of B1 B cells was unaffected in Erg D/D mice, but we observed a mild skewing in the B1 B cell subsets, resulting in an increased B1a-to-B1b ratio ( Figure S1C ). Furthermore, the transitional B cells were almost absent. Thus, the loss of ERG affected the earliest splenic B cell populations, likely reflecting that fewer immature B cells were seeding this organ.
The strong reduction in peripheral B cell frequencies following lymphoid-specific loss of ERG could in principle mask a potential T cell phenotype in Erg D/D mice ( Figures 1B, 1C , and S1D). We therefore assessed the thymic T cell compartment and found no effects on relative frequencies of mature T cells, although their overall numbers were somewhat decreased ( Figure S1E ). Furthermore, only minor changes were detected in T cell progenitor numbers and frequencies (Figures S1E and S1F). Given that the effect on B cells was more pronounced, we focused our efforts on this compartment.
In summary, loss of ERG in the lymphoid compartment markedly affects B cell numbers in peripheral blood and lymphoid organs, which may be caused by lower efflux of immature B cells from the BM.
ERG-Deficient Progenitors Encounter an Early B Cell Developmental Block
The data presented so far suggest that ERG may play a role in early B cell development, which is a continuous process taking place in the BM (Figure 2A ). To address the earliest stages of B cell development, we first verified that deletion of Erg, in our model, was initiated at the CLP stage and was efficient in all tested downstream populations ( Figure S2A ). Lymphoid-specific loss of ERG was only associated with a mild reduction in overall BM cellularity, but this translated into a 6-fold reduction in the number of B220 + CD19 + cells, thus demonstrating a strong impact on the B cell lineage (Figures 2B, 2C, and S2B) .
We next combined panels of B lineage markers to pinpoint the main stages of B cell development affected in Erg D/D animals. Normally, upregulation of CD25 occurs at the pre-BI to pre-BII transition, at which stage c-Kit has been downregulated and pre-BCR signaling commences (Rolink et al., 1994) . In Erg D/D mice, we detected a tendency toward a reduction in the number of c-Kit + B cell progenitors and observed a clear population of CD25 + cells, of which a small percentage expressed both c-Kit and CD25, markers that are normally mutually exclusive (Figures 2D, 2F, and S2C) . Furthermore, within the normal B cell progenitor compartment, most cells that are CD43+ do not yet express CD25 (herein P1; CD43 + CD25 À ), and vice versa (P3; CD43 À CD25 + ) ( Figures 2D-2F ). In sharp contrast to control cells, Erg D/D progenitors failed to downregulate CD43 and became arrested at an unconventional CD43 + CD25 + (P2) stage. The accumulation of cells in P1 and P2 and the decrease in P3 cells strongly suggest that pre-BCR signaling was derailed following loss of ERG, and as a consequence, we decided to use the CD43/CD25 marker combination for subsequent analyses. Heterozygous loss of ERG is associated with the development of B-ALL, and we therefore tested whether Erg D/+ animals display B cell abnormalities that could set the stage for cancer development. However, we only detected minor changes in the B cell lineage of these mice ( Figures S2D and S2E) . Moreover, to assess whether the B cell phenotype reported earlier for young Erg D/D mice progressed during aging, we phenotyped aged ($1.5 years) Erg D/D mice but found no evidence of further phenotypic progression ( Figures S2F-S2H ). These data demonstrate that the sole loss of ERG is not sufficient to drive development of B cell malignancies.
Collectively, these findings suggest that the main function of ERG during B cell development is to efficiently push cells through stages in which the Igh locus undergoes recombination and pre-BCR expression is initiated.
ERG Is Required for the Expression of IL7R and mHC to Drive B Cell Progenitor Proliferation
To directly examine whether loss of ERG was associated with failure to initiate pre-BCR expression, we next quantified the intracellular levels of the immunoglobulin mHC ( Figures 3A and  3B ). Strikingly, whereas mHC expression in control mice was initiated in P1 and reached maximum levels in P2, these two progenitor populations were nearly devoid of mHC in Erg D/D mice. Most Erg D/D cells that did reach P3 displayed relatively normal mHC levels, suggesting that the few cells that succeed in downregulating CD43 are progenitors that express a pre-BCR. We also measured the expression of IL7R, another essential receptor for B cell development (Peschon et al., 1994) , and found it to be expressed throughout the P1-P3 progenitor populations, albeit at lower levels in Erg D/D cells ( Figures 3C and 3D ). Because both IL7R and pre-BCR have been associated with B cell progenitor proliferation (Corcoran et al., 1996; Hess et al., 2001) , we next quantified the distribution of cells across the cell cycle in the P1-P3 populations. Consistent with a proliferative phenotype, we found that loss of ERG led to a marked decrease of cells in the S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle, accompanied by a compensatory increase of cells in G0/G1 (Figures 3E and 3F) . These data are supported by in vivo bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU)-incorporation experiments, which demonstrated not only a marked decrease in the frequencies of replicating progenitors in Erg D/D mice but also a reduction in the amount of label incorporated in individual cells ( Figures 3G and 3H ). The latter could reflect a lower DNA synthesis rate that would be expected to lead to an accumulation of cells in S phase. However, as we observe accumulation of cells in G0/G1, we favor an interpretation in which loss of ERG leads to accumulation of cells at the G1-S boundary and delayed entry into S phase.
In summary, loss of ERG is associated with major cell cycle deficits during B cell development, likely caused by moderately reduced levels of IL7R and failure to express a pre-BCR.
ERG Is Part of a B Cell Transcriptional Network that Drives B Cell Development
To gain insights into the molecular mechanisms underlying the block in B cell development in ERG-deficient mice, we next subjected the P1-P3 populations to RNA sequencing (RNAseq) (Table S1 ). On the global level, we detected a substantial number of deregulated genes in the ERG-deficient P1 and P2 progenitor populations (P1: 115 up, 118 down; P2: 91 up, 131 down; adjusted p value % 0.05; log2 fold change R 1 or % À1). In contrast, fewer genes were differentially expressed at the P3 cell stage (P3: 37 up, 9 down; adjusted p value % 0.05; log2 fold change R 1 or % À1), supporting the notion that the main functional deficits following loss of ERG occur before pre-BCR expression ( Figure 4A ). Consistent with the observed cell cycle deficit, gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) demonstrated an overall depletion of gene signatures associated with active cell proliferation (exemplified by E2F targets, G2M checkpoint, and chromosome segregation) in all three ERG-deficient progenitor subsets ( Figure 4B ; Table S2 ). We also noted a depletion of a MYC target gene signature, as well as depletion of several translation-and ribosome-related signatures in Erg D/D P1 progenitors ( Figure 4B ; Table S2 ). This appears to be driven by reduced Myc expression and is consistent with the wellknown impact of MYC on protein synthesis ( Figure 4A ) (van Riggelen et al., 2010) .
To understand the impact of ERG on chromatin accessibility and how ERG integrates with established B cell transcription factors, we performed Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-seq) on control and Erg D/D progenitor B cells. Consistent with the GSEA, we found that genes associated with sites exhibiting decreased accessibility following loss of ERG were downregulated and enriched for Gene Ontology (GO) categories associated with proliferation ( Figures S3A-S3C ). We next used the Integrated analysis of Motif Activity and Gene Expression changes of transcription factors (IMAGE) tool (Madsen et al., 2018) to determine changes in transcription factor motif activities following loss of ERG. IM-AGE models the contribution of transcription factor motifs to the regulatory activity of ATAC regions based on the ATAC-seq signal and the presence of transcription factor motifs in ATAC regions (n = 52,311). For the contribution of motifs to gene expression, motifs within the ATAC regions are weighted based on distance to the respective transcription start sites. Thus, changes in motif activity between conditions, e.g., control and Erg D/D progenitor B cells, indicate that a particular transcription factor contributes differentially to the overall regulatory activity of ATAC regions in the context of all analyzed motifs (Rauch et al., 2019) . Gratifyingly, we found that the ERG motif, together with the motifs of the two key B cell transcription factors, EBF1 and PAX5, exhibited a marked reduction in regulatory activity following loss of ERG ( Figure S3D ). Using the IMAGE tool-based prediction of transcription factor target genes, we could show that transcription factors with decreased motif activity in Erg D/D progenitor B cells were highly interconnected, e.g., regulated the expression of each other, compared with those with increased motif activity or randomized transcriptional networks ( Figures  S3E and S3F) . These findings suggest that ERG, together with PAX5 and EBF1, is a key component of a large transcription factor network responsible for driving B cell development.
Having established the more global impact of ERG on B cell transcriptional control, we turned our attention to the expression of individual genes important for B cell development ( Figure 4C ). Among B lineage factors, we detected a minor reduction in Ebf-1 expression (log2 fold change = À0.78; adjusted p value = 0.048). However, because heterozygous loss of EBF-1 has a relatively mild impact on B cell development, the observed reduction in Ebf-1 expression is unlikely to explain the observed Erg D/D phenotype (Lukin et al., 2010) . Loss of ERG is associated with a dramatic reduction in mHC, and we therefore assessed the expression of other pre-BCR components at the P1-P3 progenitor stages. At the P1 stage, there were no significant differences in the expression of any of these receptor components. At the following cell stages, the expression levels of the SLC genes (i.e., Igll1 and Vpreb1) were downregulated in control cells, which is expected subsequent to signaling from the pre-BCR (Parker et al., 2005) . An equivalent decrease in SLC gene expression was not observed in the Erg D/D cells, likely due to a lack of pre-BCR signaling. Strikingly, Erg displayed a similar expression profile, perhaps suggesting that it is also downregulated in response to pre-BCR signaling ( Figure 4C ). Finally, we noted a marked reduction in the expression of a substantial number of Igh locus V gene segments in Erg D/D cells, especially in the P2 population, which could explain the near absence of mHC expression ( Figure 4A , yellow dots). In contrast to the changes observed for the expression of gene segments of the Igh locus, we did not observe significant transcriptional changes at the immunoglobulin light-chain loci, as assessed in the most mature P3 population (Table S1 ).
The reduction in Igh V gene segment expression does not appear to be associated with changes in the expression of vital genes encoding members of the recombination machinery or regulators of the 3D structure of the locus ( Figure 4C ). In Erg D/D P1 progenitors, we did observe a reduction in the expression of Dntt, which encodes TdT, the protein that is responsible for n-nucleotide incorporation during V(D)J recombination. However, this cannot account for the Erg D/D phenotype, because Dntt-deficient mice do not display a B cell developmental phenotype (Schelonka et al., 2011) .
Collectively, our chromatin and transcriptional analyses demonstrate an integral role of ERG in a transcriptional network driving B cell development. Moreover, they identify transcriptional deregulation of Igh V gene segment expression as a potential cause of the B cell developmental phenotype in Erg D/D mice.
Loss of ERG Abrogates Efficient V-to-DJ Recombination
Given that our functional and molecular analyses demonstrate that the main consequence of ERG deficiency is centered on the Igh locus, we were intrigued by the transcriptional downregulation of several Igh V gene segments. We therefore analyzed the RNA-seq data of all V gene segments, from proximal to distal, and found a marked overall reduction in their expression in Erg D/D P1 and P2 progenitors ( Figures 5A-5C ). This reduction was less pronounced in Erg D/D P3 progenitors, in which Igh recombination has already occurred. Instead, we detected a clear preference for the expression of proximal V gene segments in Erg D/D P3 progenitors compared with their wild-type counterparts.
To determine whether the reduction in V gene segment expression was due to reduced V-to-DJ recombination, we next used the high-throughput sequencing-based immunoSEQ platform to assess the VDJ junctions of the Igh loci. This analysis revealed a strong reduction in the total numbers of rearrangements in Erg D/D P1 and P2 progenitors, whereas P3 and the mature FO and MZ B cell populations were unperturbed ( Figure 6A ). Table S1 ). Volcano plots depict differentially expressed genes between Erg fl/fl and Erg D/D cells in the P1 (left), P2 (middle), and P3 (right) populations. Selected genes are highlighted by gene names and color coded in blue (down in Erg D/D ) or green (up in Erg D/D ). IghV gene segments that are significantly deregulated are illustrated by yellow dots (P1, 0 gene segments; P2, 20 gene segments; P3, 9 gene segments). Genes with a fold change of <À8 or >8 are located at À8 or 8 on the x axis, respectively.
(legend continued on next page)
Cell Reports 29, 2756-2769, November 26, 2019 2763 Moreover, the frequency of non-productive rearrangements was increased in the P1 and P2 populations ( Figure 6B ). We also found that loss of ERG was associated with a reduction in complementary-determining region 3 (CDR3) length, which was most pronounced at the early progenitor stages ( Figure 6C ). Finally, when we quantified the frequencies of productive rearrangements for distinct V gene segment families, there was a clear preference for the use of proximal families in ERG-deficient cells (Figures 6D, 6E, and S4A) . Collectively, these data demonstrate that ERG is required for efficient and balanced V-to-DJ recombination.
V-to-DJ recombination is governed by several distinct mechanisms. Because the reduction in the use of distal V gene segments in ERG-deficient progenitors could be due to decreased chromatin accessibility at these regions, we assessed the ATAC-seq data, but we found no differences in the overall accessibility of the locus ( Figure 6F ). Another feature that has been tightly linked to V-to-DJ recombination is antisense transcription that is initiated at regulatory PAX5-activated intergenic repeat (PAIR) elements in the distal end of the Igh locus in progenitor B cells and that ceases immediately after recombination (Ebert et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2007; Verma-Gaur et al., 2012) . PAIR elements have been shown to be involved in contacts between the 5 0 and the 3 0 ends of the locus, and in particular, PAIR4, PAIR6, and PAIR11 display high levels of transcription. In accordance with these previous studies, we observed high levels of antisense transcription at these PAIR elements in control P1 progenitors, but not in the subsequent P2 and P3 cell subsets ( Figures 6G and S4B) . In contrast, loss of ERG nearly ablated expression of PAIR-associated antisense RNA, suggesting a role for ERG in this process. In an attempt to connect ERG binding in B cell progenitors to events at the Igh locus, we performed numerous chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments but were unable to obtain high-quality data. Instead, we took advantage of an existing dataset derived from the immature murine hematopoietic HPC-7 cell line (Wilson et al., 2010) . Consistent with a role for ERG in mediating recombination involving distal V gene segments, ERG exhibits extensive binding at these regions ( Figure S4C ).
In summary, we find that loss of ERG impairs V-to-DJ recombination, in particular to distal V gene regions, and ablates PAIRassociated antisense transcription.
DISCUSSION
Transcriptional control is key to B cell development, and in the present work, we identify ERG as an important player in this process. Using a lymphoid-specific Erg knockout mouse model, we showed that loss of ERG resulted in an early block in B cell development accompanied by loss of peripheral B cells, with the intriguing exception of MZ B cells. The inability of Erg D/D B cell progenitors to efficiently synthesize mHC, and thus a pre-BCR, was shown to be caused by derailed V-to-DJ recombination, characterized by reduced recombination frequency and a proximal V gene segment bias. Interestingly, loss of ERG resulted in a developmental block at an unconventional CD43 + CD25 + P2 cell stage immediately before pre-BCR assembly. Normally CD25 is expressed concomitantly with the pre-BCR; however, this relation is clearly short-circuited in the absence of ERG, indicating that CD25 expression is driven by signals unrelated to V-to-DJ recombination and mHC expression (Rolink et al., 1994) . Consistent with their inability to elicit proper pre-BCR signaling, Erg D/D B cell progenitors display reduced proliferation rates, which is most likely exacerbated by their inability to express normal levels of known proliferative drivers such as IL7R and MYC (Corcoran et al., 1996; Hess et al., 2001; Vallespinó s et al., 2011) . Finally, transcriptomic and chromatin accessibility analyses place ERG as a key constituent of a transcription factor network important for B cell development.
Apart from a marked general depletion of peripheral B cells, our data demonstrate that ERG affects the relative distribution of mature splenic B cell subsets, and specifically, we find that the numbers of MZ B cells were augmented in Erg D/D mice. VDJ sequencing showed that among the tested cell populations, MZ B cells had the shortest average CDR3 length in control mice. Furthermore, this was the only population in which we did not observe any difference in the average CDR3 length between Erg D/D and control cells. This suggests that the shorter CDR3s in Erg D/D B lineage cells could influence the mature B cell pool. In support of this, previous work has demonstrated that MZ B cells have shorter CDR3s compared with FO B cells and that a larger proportion of the MZ B cells harbors Igh rearrangements lacking n-nucleotides (Carey et al., 2008; Prohaska et al., 2018) . Furthermore, loss of Dntt is associated with increased MZ B cell potential (Carey et al., 2008) . Thus, we propose that the increase in MZ B cells in Erg D/D mice is due to a preference of ERG-deficient progenitors to develop into the MZ lineage. This priming takes place in the Erg D/D BM and is likely caused by an overall truncation of the CDR3 or by reduced n-nucleotide incorporation as a result of decreased Dntt expression. A direct role of ERG in peripheral B cells is less probable given its low expression in these cells ( Figure S1A ).
We demonstrated that the failure of the Erg D/D progenitor B cells to efficiently express the mHC was associated with a strong V(D)J recombination deficiency. Not only were overall recombination frequencies reduced, but productively rearranged alleles were markedly depleted for distal V gene segments. Part of the recombination deficiency could be caused by reduced D-to-J recombination rates, which would result in fewer V-to-DJ recombination events. In this scenario, recombination to both proximal (IghV2+IghV5) and distal (IghV1+IghV8) V gene segments would be expected to be decreased. However, we only observe a significant decrease in the number of rearrangements involving distal, but not proximal, V gene segments when assessed in the immature P1 progenitor population. Although we cannot rule out an effect on DJ recombination, this finding indicates that the main V(D)J (B) Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (see also Table S2) recombination deficiency observed in Erg D/D progenitor B cells is caused by the inefficient use of distal V gene segments.
Efficient V-to-DJ recombination involving distal V gene segments is associated with major structural changes at the Igh locus to bring the 3 0 and the 5 0 ends into proximity in a process termed locus contraction (Kumari and Sen, 2015) . Previous work has demonstrated that the structural proteins CTCF and YY1, along with the lineage-restricted transcription factor PAX5, play key roles in this process. Specifically, loss of either YY1 or PAX5 was associated with inefficient and biased V-to-DJ recombination, characterized by reduced locus contraction and loss of PAIR-associated antisense transcription, i.e., phenotypes that bear resemblance to what we observe in the Erg D/D mice (Ebert et al., 2011; Fuxa et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2007; Medvedovic et al., 2013; Verma-Gaur et al., 2012) . However, in contrast to Erg D/D mice, PAX5-deficient animals lack CD25 + B cells and are unable to recombine to distal V gene segments, while Mb1-Cre Yy1 fl/fl mice lack CD25 + B cells and exhibit a bias against the use of distal V gene segments (Hesslein et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2007; Nutt et al., 1997) . It is therefore conceivable that ERG collaborates with YY1 and/or PAX5 during the latter stages of Igh locus recombination. Locus contraction and efficient usage of distal V gene segments have been proposed to be associated with the establishment of so-called transcription factories. According to this model, PAX5-mediated PAIR-associated antisense transcription, along with transcription at the 3 0 end of the Igh locus, facilitates interactions between the distal V gene region and the Em enhancer region (Verma-Gaur et al., 2012) . Although the exact order of events is not fully resolved, we note that ERG is able to bind to both the distal region of the Igh locus in hematopoietic progenitor cells and an Em enhancer element in cellfree experiments (Rivera et al., 1993; Wilson et al., 2010) . These findings are consistent with a model in which ERG is involved in the establishment of higher-order structures at the Igh locus, either by promoting physical contacts through space or by driving transcriptional events, e.g., PAIR-associated antisense transcription, connected with the formation of these structures.
In conclusion, we have identified ERG as an essential player in B cell development, with particular importance for proper and efficient rearrangement of the Igh locus.
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Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
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